Connect Retreat
Connect Retreat Rules and Policies:
Information provided on this form will be treated confidentially unless disclosure is required by Law
1. Full payment must be made before the starting date of the retreat or else admission to attend will
be prohibited.
2. Remember to dress appropriately – Revealing short clothing is not allowed during the retreat.
3. Strong fragrance containing – perfumes, oils, jells or creams are prohibited.
4. Phones, cameras any other electronic gadgets are strictly not allowed during the retreat hours.
5. Clicking pictures of other members without their consent is not allowed.
6. Recording sessions or conversations of other members is prohibited.
7. You are attending this retreat with your consent.
8. Discriminating racial and sexual remarks are not allowed during the retreat.
9. Use of alcohol, cigarette, drugs, cannabis (marijuana), vandalism, stealing are strictly prohibited.
10. Disturbing action, talking/ loud noise, playing music during rest hours is prohibited.
11. Breaking consent, sharing information of fellow participants with others outside the retreat is
strictly not allowed.
12. Content of the teachings and group work are copy writes of Connect Retreat and by law any form
of video recording during the workshops is not allowed and strictly prohibited unless allowed by
retreat leader.
13. Leaving retreat in the middle of the course entitles you black listed from retreat.
14. Visiting rooms of opposite sex during the entire course of retreat is prohibited unless lawfully
related.
15. Connect Retreat strictly does not accept Last minute cancelation, Payment refunds, discounts of
any form during or after the retreat.
16. Disrespect towards faculty or management will not be tolerated.
17. Any form of violent act, verbal abuse /threat or bodily harm will lead to arrest by the authorities.
18. Carrying knifes, guns, ammunition is prohibited and would lead to arrest by law enforcement.
19. For your own safety you are requested to stay in close touch with the group and keep them
informed if you plan to step outside retreat area.
20. You will pay for any damage caused due to your mistake to the property of stay during the
retreat.
21. Promoting or selling any other business products or any form of merchandise is prohibited.
22. Connect retreat does is not responsible for your personal belongings or excursion adventurous
risks
23. Connect Retreat does NOT promote religion or cult. It is strictly not allowed to promote anything
connected to religion or Cult.
By my signature, I acknowledge that I have read, understood and agreed to the above given rules and
policies of Connect Retreat.

Participant ___________________________________________Date:___________ ______________
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